Activities

Robb Hutchins: If we have activities that spanned college and post-college and the role/responsibility didn’t change materially, should those be repeated in both sections?
Pat Harrison: If it is clear from your entry that it spans that time, then you do not need to list it in both places.

Frank Crocker: Hi - Under the Activities tab of the application, the first box under 'Activity 1' is titled "Activity". What actually goes into this box? I currently have short blurbs i.e. "I am a soccer coach". Is this correct?
Pat Harrison: Putting "soccer coach" would be fine.

Anubhav Bhatia: If you have outside-of-work activities listed on your resume, is it expected to note these again in the 'Activities' section?
Pat Harrison: You should put it in the activities section too.

mbetman: Another Activities question - in the Activity field, are you looking for a broader description (i.e. Community Service, Corporate Engagement...something to that effect), or are you looking for our position (or maybe none of the above)?
Pat Harrison: We are looking for a description of what the organization does, and what you do.

James Lee: In the section for Activities, it lists hobbies/personal interests as options. Should this section be viewed more so for community involvement or is it really just asking for any and all activities we partake in, even if recreational in nature?
Pat Harrison: Hobbies and personal interests can be included too. We are trying to get a full picture of you and you, your interests and contributions.

James Lee: Also, in the section for Activities, can it be assumed that no "To Date" means through the present?
Pat Harrison: Yes

Application Specifics

Anupam Kulkarni: Hello, hope you all are doing great! I have two questions about the application. 1. In the Application Specifics section the question is who you've talked to about Tuck - is it asking whether I have talked to any alumni or students?
Amy Mitson: Yes, those would be the most relevant contacts to list.

Alexander Hansen: If an existing scholarship only covers a small part of tuition, should one answer the question “Will an [...] organization be sponsoring your MBA studies?” with “yes” or with “no”? Thanks!
Pat Harrison: By sponsorship, we are referring to the case in which your employer is paying for your MBA/or a portion and you will be returning to work for that company, rather than an outside scholarship you may be receiving.

Sahng Vin Lee: Do online events such as this chat or webinars count towards “recruiting event or information sessions”?  
Pat Harrison: You may list these kinds of events.

Awards

Albert Li: Should certifications such as CFA be listed under the "Awards" section of the online application?  
Amy Mitson: A CFA is a credential I recommend listing on your resume or 'other educational information'.

Matthew Lees: Is there a preference to see more recent awards/accomplishments versus those from college 5-10 years ago?  
Amy Mitson: You likely have room for both. Even if someone graduates from undergrad 5+ years ago I appreciate seeing leadership through activities like sports, organizations, etc.

Consortium

Salmaneht Ratanjee: If we are applying through the Consortium and there is not a space to talk about students we have spoken with at Tuck, is it worth weaving this in to our essays?  
Amy Mitson: Sure. You may also mention this in your interview or add a few bullet points under the optional essay to share this information.

Educational Information

sandeep shah: How are extra certification courses evaluated to supplement our GPA? (Coursera, etc.)  
Pat Harrison: Extra classes are used to provide additional information on your readiness for the MBA program. For example, if you have not had much/any quantitative coursework in undergrad, this is a great way to prepare yourself and show us you can handle the quant.

Prem Chandra: Should I mention about my 2 months’ summer internship separately in “Educational Information” section, though it was a part of my Undergraduate course?  
Amy Mitson: The summer internship would not go in that section. You could add it to your resume if you would like to highlight a specific internship.

Prem Chandra: Also, in the “Other Educational Information” section, should I mention about an ongoing corporation sponsored certification course as a response to the question, “Have you taken or are you currently enrolled in any post-graduate, non-degree courses?”?  
Amy Mitson: Yes. This would be a good place to mention ongoing certifications.

Alex Orechoff: I studied abroad at HEC Paris, and while USC lists the coursework I did, it does not list the grades. Should I pair HEC’s transcript containing my grades with USC’s transcripts on the application, or show HEC as a separate entry in the education section?
Pat Harrison: If the school from which you graduated does not list the grades for exchange or transfer classes, e.g. only shows credit or pass/fail, you must provide a transcript from the other institution that shows the grades earned.

sandeep shah: Is there a difference between coursera, HBX core, community college class in a quant subject post undergrad?
Amy Mitson: The biggest difference would be if you needed the coursework for a grade. Some online courses will not provide a grade.

Zann Ali: I studied abroad several times during college and my grades abroad do not show up on my college transcript (although course names and credit received do). Do I list each school separately under the education section, and do I need to provide transcripts?
Pat Harrison: You should provide a transcript from each school attended as an exchange student but you would only list the school from which you graduated.

Albert: Do professional certifications (like cyber security certifications) help with evaluating our quantitative ability?
Pat Harrison: Professional certifications can be valuable if you have obtained them and they are relevant. Things like CFA, CPA are helpful. I haven't seen the cyber security one before. If you are using it, you might want to provide some context for the reader.

Prateek Sharma: Where can we show certification like CFA in the application? "Other Educational Information"?
Pat Harrison: It can go in other educational information and/or on your resume.

Jason Truwit: If Class Rank is not available, do we leave this section blank?
Pat Harrison: Yes.

michelle holmes: I will be taking the HBX program in Oct- should I indicate that on my application? I am applying ED.
Pat Harrison: Yes, please list it and once you have your scores you can send them to us.

Rose Denning: For study abroad classes, is it required to submit a transcript from the abroad institution or is the transfer credit that appears on the institution at which I earned my degree sufficient?
Pat Harrison: You must submit a transcript from the exchange school if your degree institution does not list the grade received on its transcript (credit or pass/fail is not sufficient).

Lindsey Wilcox: For additional quantitative coursework prior to beginning the MBA, is there a preference given to a for-credit calculus course (i.e. through the Berkeley extension) versus Coursera or any of the other free eLearning courses available?
Pat Harrison: Taking the class for credit will have more impact since we can see how well you performed in the class.
Amy Mitson: Gaining exposure to relevant material (in any format) pre-MBA is great... Taking a course for credit certainly shows your seriousness/preparation.

Elizabeth Margarit: Question about post-graduate non-degree coursework - should I both upload my transcripts and type in the course names?
Amy Mitson: If you have a transcript and would like to upload it this is fine...you may also list the course. This is up to you.

Jeffrey Yu: For the unofficial study abroad transcript, is it fine to send the transcript from a 3rd party such as CIEE (which lists all the grades and how to interpret), or must it come from the university (e.g., University of Cape Town)?
Pat Harrison: We want transcripts from the granting institution, not from a 3rd party evaluator.

Anuj Agarwal: Greetings! In the “Other Education Information” section, can I mention about MOOC courses as a response to the question, “Have you taken or are you currently enrolled in any post-graduate, non-degree courses?”
Pat Harrison: Yes, MOOCs you are taking should be included.

Taher Lokhandwala: If I am currently taking for-credit courses at an accredited institution, would you require transcripts? I have not received grades for them yet.
Pat Harrison: If you don’t have a great yet, we do not expect a transcript. You can just list it in the section of classes you are currently taking.

Sathya Kakarla: Hello! How do I respond when my undergraduate institute doesn’t publish any official class rank?
Amy Mitson: No problem. You can fill in N/A.

Michael Annunziata: Good afternoon. I completed MBAMath.com. Would you like us to upload the grades as a school’s transcript or provide them through some other means?
Amy Mitson: You are welcome to submit an MBAMath transcript (you can upload this). I believe you can have MBAMath send them directly to us...

Michelle Holmes: I attended graduate school 13 years ago- due to medical issues I withdrew in the first weeks of school. There are no grades or academic records- should that be included?
Pat Harrison: Yes, and you should provide a brief explanation why you withdrew.

**Employment Information**

James Lee: Greetings! First, thank you all for taking the time to host this chat. I have a question regarding bonuses in the job section of the application: is this for more traditional guaranteed year-end bonuses or can discretionary bonuses/awards be included here?
Pat Harrison: Any bonuses you have received would be included here including discretionary.

Anupam Kulkarni: Can one include internship experience in Employment information section?
Amy Mitson: We would prefer to see full time experience in that section.

Holly Ceplikas: Hello! Thank you for hosting this session! I am wondering if it is acceptable to include part-time work under the collegiate activities section. If not, do you prefer for this work to be featured under Employment Information?
Amy Mitson: You could include it on your resume. PT work is not really an activity...though, of course, it takes time.
Matthew Lees: In the Employment Info section, the “Description of your organization” tab allowed an unlimited character count as of a few weeks ago. I logged in today and it has cut my responses to a limited character count. Intentional change or system glitch?
Amy Mitson: Apologies if any of your data was lost, Matthew. This question should have a character limit.

James Lee: Also, in regards to job titles, is it best to use an exact job title? At a previous job, we were referred to as "financial analysts" or "business analysts", but the official job title was more complex.
Pat Harrison: Please use the job title that your employer uses and that you would put on your resume.

sandeep shah: I spent 6 months doing a fellowship in between jobs-where would I list this? Resume, Job Experience, Education?
Pat Harrison: I would encourage you to put it on job experience and/or resume. It would not go under education.

George Mason: Good afternoon, thanks for making yourselves available to answer questions. How is the compensation and bonus information used in evaluating candidates?
Amy Mitson: Compensation information can sometimes reveal promotion even when title does not. It can also signify promotion within larger context of a job change.

Rakshit Dhalla: Question for the bonus part in the job section, if the current year's bonus is not revealed yet, is it OK to mention last year's bonus as starting and ending bonus?
Amy Mitson: I suggest only reporting what has actually been awarded. Perhaps for ending bonus you could insert 'tbd'.

Essays

Anubhav Bhatia: Hello there. Loved my visit to Tuck last week. I wanted to ask about the word 'wise' in the first essay prompt. Could you elaborate on this a bit? I want to make sure my essay has properly addressed this word.
Tuck School: Hi Anubhav, an explanation of Tuck's mission (to educate wise leaders to better the world of business), vision, and strategy can be found here: http://www.tuck.dartmouth.edu/about/mission-vision-strategy.

Akshat Kalra: Hello! Can the optional essay be used to share elements apart from extenuating circumstances?
Pat Harrison: Yes, if there are parts of your candidacy that you feel you are not able to express in the rest of the application, then you may use the optional essay.

Salmaneh Ratanjee: Would you recommend writing the optional essay to explain one grade that is not as good, if our GPA is still acceptable?
Pat Harrison: If there is a grade that is a real outlier then yes, you should briefly explain if there were extenuating circumstances.

Arti Khanna: Given how many Tuck Alumni refer to the MBA experience as transformative and one that pushed them to re-evaluate their short term goals, how specific do you recommend we are in our expression of our short term goals in the essay?
Pat Harrison: As specific as you are able to give. We want to see that you have really thought through what you want to do and why you need an MBA to do it. We recognize you may change your mind later.

javvad shah: Hi All, My job contract ended right around the time my mom fell ill so I moved back home to take care of her. I am currently in the final stages of interviewing position in the industry I am trying to move into post MBA. Is there a place to put that?
Pat Harrison: The optional essay would be the best place to explain this.

Zann Ali: Should applicants include the essay prompt and/or their name at the top of their attachments?
Tuck School: As long as you upload into the correct section-we will know what essay is associated with your response!

Apoorv Sharma: I noticed that in addition to a mandatory application essay that asks applicants to write about an international/multicultural experience, there is an additional 'Global Exposure' section on the Tuck application that asks applicants to write about...
Amy Mitson: The essay question is hoping to get at the broader exposure and your personal takeaways. The short answer global experience question is more an overview of places you have visited.

Emily Sterling: Hi Amy, Pat, and Sarah, thank you for hosting this chat! I have a question on the essay uploads - should we include the essay prompt at the top of the page or just our name?
Pat Harrison: It is not necessary to include.

Edward Dearie: Hi All, with respect to re-applicants, do you re-read our essays from last application cycle or do you rely solely on the new ones?
Amy Mitson: Yes. We will see your past application side-by-side with your new application.

Anupam Kulkarni: Is it acceptable if one exceeds the essay word limit by a couple of words?
Pat Harrison: A couple of words is not a problem.

alexandra masko: Hi! Thank you for taking the time to host this session, greatly appreciate it. For the second required essay, I wanted to confirm that this should be focused on one experience versus bringing in two? Thanks!
Pat Harrison: One experience is preferred. It is hard to cover two with sufficient detail given the word limit.

Sahil Bhatia: Can we exceed the length of essays by 20-25 words?
Amy Mitson: No problem!

**Global Exposure**

Bhavishya Kanjhan: With regards to the travel question, are we to just present a list of all our travel experiences with a short take on their influence? Or do we take a more essay style approach to it?
Amy Mitson: The option is yours. The most influential travel with short explanation would be a good use of that space.

Robb Hutchins: For the global experiences question, do we need to highlight specific places or just detail the experiences?
Amy Mitson: You have lots of freedom here, Robb. Perhaps highlight your most significant experiences with some detail. There is no wrong answer (or, I have not seen one yet...).

Tiffany Chang: Hello! Thanks so much for your time today. Quick question on the travel question on the application - how far back are we expected to report on? I have global experience from HS, and wasn’t sure if that would be expected to be included.
Amy Mitson: If you have numerous international experience you can allude to that and then highlight your most significant.

Emily Sterling: How does Admissions evaluate our global experience? If we have not been able to travel extensively but are hoping to gain much more international exposure through an MBA program is that acceptable?
Amy Mitson: Yes. You need not have extensive global experience to be successful in the application process.

**Interviews/Visits**

Darnell Billups: Could you talk about the importance of signing up for your interview now even when you are planning to apply in Round 2?
Amy Mitson: It might be a good idea to sign up for an interview now to reserve a spot on a date that works best for you. Interviewing during the round you are applying (and always by the deadline!) is a best practice, if possible.

Mark Odden: I'm applying Round 1 and am hoping to attend the Diversity Conference, but know that it is after the applicant initiated interview deadline for Round 1. Would interviewing after that deadline be a detriment to my application?
Pat Harrison: If you interview during Diversity Conference, we will count your interview for the Early Action/1st round Consortium even though it is a few days after the deadline.

Kyle Hartman: If you schedule an applicant-initiated interview, following the submission of the application, will there be any dialogue or status updates prior to the decision notification date?
Pat Harrison: No, there will not be additional updates before the decision notification.

Nishank Singhal: Hi, is it possible for me to meet any professors during my visit to Tuck in a few weeks?
Amy Mitson: During your visit you may have the opportunity for a class visit which allows you to see faculty in action. Typically, applicants will interact more with current students.

Robb Hutchins: An additional question on interviews. Is Amy’s comment to suggest that interviewing after Oct 5th, but before Oct 31 isn’t ideal for the Early Action window?
Amy Mitson: Apologies if I was unclear. Interviewing during a window that meets your personal schedule as well as the posted deadline is ideal.

Jason Truwit: Do you recommend any specific ways to prepare for our campus visit / interview aside from anything else we would typically do when preparing for a new company & associated interview?
Amy Mitson: Preparing for your interview is paramount. Reading all registration confirmations is also critical. Please plan your arrival accordingly so you are on time (I know, seems simple...but parking/walking/shuttle can take time...).
Mark Odden: Regarding applicant initiated interviews, I haven't schedule one as I'm hoping to interview at the Diversity Conference. Should I schedule an interview as a placeholder just in case, or wait until hearing about acceptance to the conference?
Pat Harrison: You should go ahead and schedule an interview for another date, but PLEASE be sure to cancel that interview if you are admitted to the Conference so others may take advantage of that spot.

Gaurav Madiwale: Hello, if I am need to reschedule my on-campus interview due to urgent work travel, will I have the option to interview after Oct 31 for Round 1? Or could I interview via Skype? I have had a chance to visit Dartmouth/Tuck this July. Thank you!
Pat Harrison: If you are not able to interview by the deadline, we will review your application and invite you to interview if we need additional information. Invitational interviews can be via Skype but not applicant-initiated ones.

Christiana Howe: I have my interview this week and am extremely excited, but also a bit nervous! Do you have any tips or advice for me?
Pat Harrison: Be yourself and try to relax. It is not meant to be a high pressure interview. Rather a chance to get to know you better.

Jessica Cheng: I have sent my resume to Tuck's admissions office last week for the candidate initiated interview. I was wondering if I would be notified who will be my interviewer before the scheduled interview.
Tuck School: Hi Jessica, it is not our policy to give out interviewer information before the interview.

Jun Hao Tan: How important is it for international students to travel to Dartmouth for the interview? Possible to hold one over the weekend?
Amy Mitson: Unfortunately, we do not host interviews over the weekend. We understand that it is not always possible to visit. If you apply, please note you are interested in an interview. We will do our best to schedule a Skype for you...

Miscellaneous-Application Questions

Sahng Vin Lee: For sections that require descriptions, is there a preference between full complete sentences and bullet points?
Amy Mitson: A succinct sentence is always a pleasure for the reader :) 

Darnell Billups: Once our application is submitted, what is the process internal to Tuck after that?
Amy Mitson: You wait while we evaluate...is the short answer! We receive the application, it is read several times with evaluations by different committee members along the way, then brought to committee, and final decision is made.

Brad Anderson: In some sections of the application, such as the Global Exposure tab, there are word limits up to a few hundred words. Do you recommend we maximize the use of those sections throughout the application or is the preference for brevity?
Amy Mitson: There is a preference for relevance and quality. No need to fill space if you have not yet had global experience or are not hitting word limits.

Aswathi Nandakumar: Hi....Would you recommend that an international student aim for the round in November than the round in January? If yes, why?
Pat Harrison: For all applicants, you should apply when you are ready and able to submit the strongest application possible rather than trying to rush it to get it in early. International applicants may apply in any of the rounds.

Skyler Olson: In several of the application text fields there are word limits. (e.g. Employment responsibilities, global exposure, and activities) Does it reflect poorly on my application if I do not utilize the bulk of the word limit?
Pat Harrison: Not viewed poorly. If your answer is clear, no need to include extra words.

Alexa Iacone: I know with rolling admissions programs and some non-rolling programs, if you send in your application before the deadline, you will likely get a quicker response. Is this true of Tuck?
Amy Mitson: No. We evaluate the applications for each round all at once and send out decisions at the same time (by the published date).

Sahng Vin Lee: If I have already started an application for the early decision round, but pass the submission deadline will it automatically be moved to the next round?
Pat Harrison: We will not review your application until you hit submit and pay the application fee. It will be included in the active round when you submit not the one in which you started the application.

Sachet Ray: Hi, thank you for taking time out to answer our questions. I am from India. My question is do we need to submit the International Application for Tuck School of Business Financial Aid along with our application? What is the deadline for these forms?
Tuck School: For the Early Action Round, the International Application for Financial Aid is due 3/3/17.

Miscellaneous-Tuck Questions

Tyler Walton: I’m pursuing an MBA in order to transition into consulting for education and social sector projects. How active is the alumni network in this field of work?
Amy Mitson: You will have support from 1st/2nd year students on campus, the Career Development Office (CDO) as well as the Center for Business Government & Society. Alumni are also an important resource who will come to campus as well as be accessible anytime.

George Mason: Good afternoon, thanks for making yourselves available to answer questions. When will the Class of 2018 profile be added to the Tuck website?
Tuck School: Hi George, those stats will be released shortly! We hope early this month. You will be able to find them here when the time comes: http://www.tuck.dartmouth.edu/admissions/class-profile
Thanks!

Tyler Walton: What opportunities/resources are available for people interested in social impact work?
Amy Mitson: Taking a look at the programming/projects from the Center for Business Government and Society as well as perhaps connecting with the club leaders of Net Impact to start.

sree: Hi! Thanks for your time today. I wanted to know if it's easy to start a student club if you are interested in something specific. For instance, I am interested in food business. I saw a Food Society that was active 2 yrs. ago, but I don’t see it now.
Pat Harrison: Yes, students often start new clubs and the MBA program office is very supportive of it.
Gerard Connolly: Dean Slaughter has emphasized Tuck's global focus. Has this increased the number of global business leaders who visit Tuck?

Amy Mitson: Students' exposure to global leaders has increased through conferences, research center visitors, and student interaction through global project work.

Sahil Bhatia: Has Center for Business and Society been renamed to Center for Business Government & Society?

Pat Harrison: The Center for Business and Society has merged with the Center for Global Business and Government because the two are very interrelated.

Yinong Ding: I really hope to visit Tuck on campus but currently I am moving from one country to the other. I've talked with several of your alumni and visited the websites a lot, what else could I know more about Tuck?

Amy Mitson: It sounds like you have done some good research thus far. Perhaps you could attend an upcoming event? You can see the list of tuck events here: http://www.tuck.dartmouth.edu/admissions/attend-an-event

Swaroop Sriram: Thanks for taking time to host this chat! Considering the quaint location of the school, how would the school support in-school internships to complement the coursework?

Amy Mitson: Often student have interned with local alumni businesses, worked on a project in the business incubator, and worked with a research center over the summer. Most often, students will go off campus for internships.

Janine Lyons: Is there a site where we can find the rental rates of graduate housing for families?

Tuck School: Hi Janine, the MBA Program Office (mba.program.office@tuck.dartmouth.edu) can help with your housing needs!

Robb Hutchins: At the Chicago Admissions event I spoke briefly with Alexandra about her experience observing on a non-profit board, is that a formal program?

Amy Mitson: Yes! This is a specific opportunity through the Center for Business and Society (now called the Center for Business Society and Government). This is the Revers Board Fellows program.

Recommendations

Prateek Sharma: Hi. I have a query regarding the recommendations. One of my recommenders won't be able to submit the form by the deadline. Am I still eligible for EA?

Pat Harrison: We will grant a few days of grace for recommenders to turn in the recommendation, but if it is too late, we will have to move your application to the next round.

Harrison Kaufman: Do you have a preference for waiving vs. not waiving the right to review a recommender's report?

Pat Harrison: I would encourage you to waive your right. Otherwise, the recommender may be less willing to share his/her full opinion with us.

Tala Kayyali: If your direct supervisor submitted a recommendation letter, do you need to clarify your choice for the second recommender in the optional essay?

Pat Harrison: Not necessary.
Darnell Billups: From the application instructions: "If you are unable to provide an LOR from a direct supervisor, please include a brief explanation as to why in the optional essay."
Pat Harrison: We would like an explanation if you are not providing an LOR from your current direct supervisor.

Jonathan Kim: One of my recommenders won’t be able to submit the form by the deadline due to a personal emergency. I asked another recommender to submit one instead. Is there a way to remove the first recommender from the list?
Pat Harrison: Please contact the Tuck Admissions office directly with your switch.

giancarlos serna: For my LORS. Should all my LORS have to mention in the letter the university which I am applying? I’m saying this because if I apply to three or four schools, that means that my recommenders have to write four or three letters or at least change the address.
Amy Mitson: Your recommender should do individual recommendations.

Darnell Billups: How far back should your recommender have been your supervisor? Is 2 or 3 years ago too far back?
Amy Mitson: No, a few years is not too far back....

Sayan Dey: Is a recommendation letter from a client acceptable?
Pat Harrison: Yes.
Amy Mitson: Depends. We love to see a recommendation from someone who has supervised you professionally. Often if a candidate cannot ask a supervisor he/she may ask a senior colleague. A client can work if you are running your own business...

Sahng Vin Lee: I've received recommendations from my former direct supervisor and co-worker, but described the relationship without the ‘former' part. They've already submitted their recommendations. Is there a way to revise this? Should I explain in the optional essay?
Pat Harrison: If it is unclear, please explain in the optional essay.

Resume

Jeffrey Yu: Hi everyone, my name is Jeffrey Yu and I went to Bowdoin College, currently working in health economics consulting. I was wondering about the resume, whether there's a limit. I have a decently long publication list (peer review publications), and 2 pages.
Pat Harrison: We would prefer you keep your resume to one page. It is not necessary to list all of the publications.

sandeep shah: What are the resume requirements? If we find it impossible to trim the length as the cost of showcasing our experience, how should we evaluate that decision?
Amy Mitson: We love to see a one page resume (sometimes hard to do, but that is what future recruiters/employers will want). Weed out any part time experience or college internships, perhaps and share that briefly in the optional essay or interview.

Test Scores

sandeep shah: How is the GRE evaluated vs the GMAT?
Pat Harrison: We accept either GMAT or GRE and do not prefer one or the other.
Sayan Dey: Is there a TOEFL need when all my education had been in English (in India)?
Pat Harrison: If your classes were all in English, then you qualify for a TOEFL waiver.

Alexa Iacone: How much importance is placed on standardized testing, like the GMAT, versus a strong show of intellectual ability in undergrad, in relevance to admissions?
Amy Mitson: The GMAT/GRE are evaluated side by side with your other academics plus professional experience. The evaluation process is very holistic. Both the GMAT and past academics are relevant to the admissions committee.

Katie Patterson: Hello there! It noted that your official GMAT score needs to be sent to the school before the application deadline for that round. If someone took the GMAT the week they applied - would Tuck still accept the self-reported score the applicant reported?
Pat Harrison: Yes.

Gerard Connolly: I took the GRE 3 times. My second score was by far the highest. Should I include all 3 test scores, or just my highest?
Amy Mitson: You can include all and we will see the highest...it will reflect the efforts you have taken to improve.

James Lee: If during the GMAT, Tuck was selected as one of the five business schools to receive my score, Tuck would already have my official score report and I wouldn't need to arrange for one to be sent?
Amy Mitson: Correct. GMAT will send us the report.

Joao Paulo Faria de Araujo: On the Test Scores section of the online application it reads "If you have taken either test multiple times, please report only your two highest". Do I have to report both tests or I could report just the highest?
Pat Harrison: We would like to see both.